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Purpose: This study aimed to evaluate the global scientific output of research on
pain catastrophizing and explore the hotspots and frontiers from 2010 to 2020 using
bibliometric methods.

Methods: Publications regarding pain catastrophizing published from 2010 to 2020
were extracted from the Web of Science Core Collection. CiteSpace was used to
analyze the number of publications, countries, institutions, journals, authors, cited
references, and keywords using standard bibliometric indicators.

Results: A total of 1,576 publications on pain catastrophizing were retrieved from
2010 to December 31, 2020. The number and rate of the annual publications gradually
increased totally. Pain (130) was the most productive journal. Meanwhile, Pain ranked
first in the frequency (1,432) and centrality (0.31) of the cited journals. The most
productive country and institution in this frequency field were the United States (642)
and the University of Washington (73), respectively. Jensen MP (34) was the most
prolific author, and Sullivan MJL (1,196) ranked first among the cited authors. In the
ranking of frequency in the cited references, the first article was a critical review
about pain catastrophizing published by Quartana (100). The keyword “Low back
pain” had the highest frequency (556). “Total hip” was identified as a frontier research
item for 2016–2020.

Conclusion: The findings of this bibliometric study provide the current status and trends
in the clinical research of pain catastrophizing and may help researchers to identify hot
topics and explore new research directions in this field.

Keywords: pain catastrophizing, bibliometric analysis, CiteSpace, research trends, Web of Science

INTRODUCTION

Pain is listed as the fifth vital sign after body temperature, pulse, blood pressure, and respiration
(Walid et al., 2008). With the deepening of the concept of the painless ward, the management of pain
should be considered not only symptom management but also the psychological status of patients
(Dansie and Turk, 2013). Psycho-social factors have been considered as important moderators and

Abbreviations: WoSCC, Web of Science Core Collection; PCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale.
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determinants of the pain experience in several chronic pain
conditions (Innes, 2005; Quartana et al., 2009; Jensen et al.,
2011; Giusti et al., 2020; Romeo et al., 2021). Several factors
[e.g., kinesiophobia (Varallo et al., 2020, 2021a), pain acceptance
(Esteve et al., 2007; Varallo et al., 2021b), pain vigilance (Roelofs
et al., 2003)] have been identify as significant contributors to pain
and disability, one of the most important is pain catastrophizing
(Leung, 2012).

Pain catastrophizing is a set of negative irrational cognitions
in the context of anticipated or actual pain (Sullivan et al.,
2001). It is considered a belief system, a coping strategy, and
an assessment process when an individual experiences and feels
pain (Yap et al., 2008). It is characterized by three inadaptable
dimensions—rumination (continuous negative thinking of pain),
magnification (exaggerating the potential destructive power of
pain), and helplessness (perception of their inability to cope with
pain symptoms). It constitutes the most commonly considered
psychosocial factor in predicting adjustment to chronic pain
(De Baets et al., 2020). Besides, it is typically measured by the
catastrophizing subscale of the 13-item Pain Catastrophizing
Scale (PCS) developed by Sullivan MJL (Sullivan et al., 1995).
The PCS has been translated into approximately 20 languages
worldwide and is widely used in various patients with pain in
Europe (Ikemoto et al., 2020; Majumder et al., 2020). In China,
the most popular and widely used version of the PCS is the
Hong Kong version (Yap et al., 2008).

Pain catastrophizing cannot be ignored. Penhoat has reported
that patients with rheumatoid arthritis show high levels of pain
catastrophizing even if they are treated with biological agents
(Penhoat et al., 2014). Several studies have clearly demonstrated
the incidence of pain catastrophizing. One previous study
reported that the incidence of chronic pelvic pain catastrophizing
was 53.1% (Sewell et al., 2018). Moreover, in a study of
11,214 patients with chronic pain, 39% patients reported severe
pain catastrophizing (Brouwer et al., 2020). Evidence has
suggested that pain catastrophizing has a consistently strong
correlation with pain severity, disability, performance-based
physical functioning and mood among people with chronic pain
(Flor et al., 1993; Geisser et al., 1994; Thomtén et al., 2016;
Salt et al., 2018; Varallo et al., 2021b). Individuals with pain
catastrophizing tend to overreact to actual or potential pain, pay
more attention to pain, and feel more incapable of coping with
pain. In recent years, studies have confirmed that excessively
high levels of pain catastrophizing make patients feel more pain,
reduce pain tolerance, prolong the recovery period, increase the
number of visits, and affect the treatment outcome (Jöud et al.,
2017; Lazaridou et al., 2019; Martinez-Calderon et al., 2019).

Bibliometric is a quantitative statistical analysis tool that
is used to analyze and observe research trends (Tran et al.,
2018). It plays an important role in the theoretical and
practical research of information science. With the method
of bibliometrics, we can quickly clarity the characteristics of
literature, analyze and grasp the development process and
research hotspots of research fields. At present, bibliometric
analysis is widely applied in various fields, including postpartum
depression, acupuncture therapy on knee osteoarthritis, and
stigma (Chen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2021).

However, there is a lack of summary and evaluation on the
literature characteristics, research direction, research depth, and
hot spots of pain catastrophizing research. Therefore, it is
essential to determine the current status of pain catastrophizing
as a whole to provide the reference for future studies. In this
study, we performed a bibliometric analysis of publications
on pain catastrophizing by CiteSpace software from 2010
to 2020. Accordingly, we have provided an overview of the
achievements and future research trends and hotpots in this
research domain.

METHODS

Data Acquisition
The bibliometric analysis relies on literature databases. At
present, widely used databases include Scopus, Web of Science,
Pubmed, Embased, Cochrane Library et al. Among them, the
Web of Science database contains large-scale multidisciplinary,
high-impact, international, and comprehensive academic
journals. Meanwhile, evidence has shown that the Web of
Science database provides a better knowledge map effect when
CiteSpace is used for visual analysis (Falagas et al., 2008; Martín-
Martín et al., 2018). Therefore, it is rational and effective to select
the Web of Science database as our study data source. Specifically,
the data were collected from the Web of Science Core Collection
(WoSCC), including the SCI-EXPANDED, CCR-EXPANDED,
and Index Chemicus. Due to the daily database updates, to avoid

FIGURE 1 | The number of pain catastrophizing research publications from
2010 to 2020.

TABLE 1 | The top five journals with the highest frequency of pain catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Journala IF 2020b Country

1 130 Pain 5.483 Netherlands

2 104 Clinical journal of pain 2.893 United States

3 97 Journal of pain 4.621 United States

4 88 Pain medicine 2.513 United States

5 86 European journal of pain 3.492 England

aJournal names according to Index of Medical Journal Abbreviations.
b IF in category according to Journal Citation Reports (2020).
IF, impact factor.
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bias, we searched the literature retrieval from WoSCC on a single
day, June 19, 2021.

The search strategy included the topic “pain catastrophizing”
with the literature type limited to “ARTICLE” or “REVIEW.”
Articles published from 2010 to 2020 in English were retrieved
and we checked the relevance of the results. Finally, a total
of 1,576 references were obtained. We saved the document
data in the form of full records and cited references as plain
text format. Some preparatory work is needed before data is
imported into the CiteSpace. We created a new folder and
created four folders in the folder named input, output, data,

and project. Saved the file previously exported in WoSCC to
input and name it “download _ ∗∗.txt” format recognized by
CiteSpace. The ∗∗ represents the number. Then opened the
CiteSpace to perform data format conversion and deduplication,
visualization, and other operations. The results remained
unchanged after data duplicate checking in the CiteSpace
software.

Analysis Tool
CiteSpace is a bibliometric analysis visualization software
developed by Professor Chaomei Chen that uses the Java

TABLE 2 | The top five cited journals with the highest frequency and centrality of pain catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Cited journala IF 2020b Country Ran-king Centrality Cited journala IF 2020b Country

1 1,432 Pain 5.483 Netherlands 1 0.31 Physiotherapy research international / United States

2 1,119 Clinical journal of pain 2.893 United States 2 0.27 Biological psychiatry 12.095 United States

3 1,102 Psychological assessment 2.825 United States 3 0.21 Gastroenterology 17.373 United States

4 1,069 Journal of pain 4.621 United States 4 0.19 American journal of industrial medicine 1.739 United States

5 890 European journal of pain 3.492 England 5 0.18 European spine journal 2.458 United States

aJournal names according to Index of Medical Journal Abbreviations.
b IF in category according to Journal Citation Reports (2020).
IF, impact factor.

FIGURE 2 | A country cooperation map related to pain catastrophizing from 2010 to 2020. The nodes in the map represent countries. The lines between the nodes
represent cooperation relations.
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TABLE 3 | The top five countries related to pain catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Country Ranking Centrality Country

1 642 United States 1 1.05 England

2 220 Canada 2 0.98 Sri Lanka

3 123 Netherlands 3 0.91 Scotland

4 119 Australia 4 0.89 Australia

5 109 Belgium 5 0.86 Peoples R China

platform (Chen, 2004). It is an interactive analytic tool
enabling visualization tasks in science mapping through a
combination of bibliometrics, visual analytic methods, and
data mining algorithms (Zhu et al., 2021). CiteSpace provides
kinds of function selection for bibliometric studies, including
collaboration network analysis, co-citation analysis, and co-
occurrence analysis and can generate visual maps (Chen, 2017).
By generating a series of visual knowledge maps, CiteSpace
explores the research status, research hotspots, research frontiers,
and evolution process of a scientific field, to reveal the
research direction, research stage, and frontier characteristics
of institutions and authors, and finally judge the development
trend of this field.

TABLE 4 | The top five institutions related to pain catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Institution Ranking Centrality Institution

1 73 University of
Washington

1 0.41 The University
of Queensland

2 64 McGill
University

2 0.38 Queen’s
University

3 62 Ghent
University

3 0.37 Auckland
University of
Technology

4 52 University of
Florida

4 0.33 Brigham and
Womens
Hospital

5 50 Maastricht
University

5 0.29 Aarhus
University
Hospital

The version of this software is constantly being updated.
The version used in this research is 5.7 R1 (64-bit). The
parameters of CiteSpace were as follows: time-slicing was
performed from January 2010 to December 2020 (1 year
per slice), all options in the term source were selected, one
node type was selected at a time, selection criteria (top 50

FIGURE 3 | An institution cooperation map related to pain catastrophizing research from 2010 to 2020.
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objects), and pruning (pathfinder). Nodes and links were used
to generate visualization knowledge maps. Each node in the
map represented an element to be analyzed, such as a cited
journal, country, or author. The size of the node represented
the frequency of the citation, and nodes of different colors
indicated different years. The connection lines between nodes
were regarded as the co-occurrence or co-citation relationship;
the lines’ thickness meant the strength of the relationship, and
the color corresponded to the first co-occurrence or co-citation
time of nodes. Colors from cool to warm represent early to
recent. The centrality was also named betweenness centrality.
Nodes with high centrality (> 0.1) were usually considered
turning points or pivotal points in a field. When the CiteSpace
default number of network nodes was greater than 350, the

centrality calculation function would be closed. We need to
manually click the “compute node centrality” function in the
node menu.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Annual Publications
A total of 1,576 publications were retrieved. Among these, 1,510
(95.81%) were research articles, 66 (4.19%) were review articles.
The number of annual publications is shown in Figure 1. The
number of publications increased from 58 in 2010 to 294 in
2020, but with some fluctuation. As shown in Figure 1, the
trend of increase in publications can be divided into three stages:

TABLE 5 | The top five authors and cited authors related to pain catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Author Ranking Centrality Author Ranking Frequency Cited author Ranking Centrality Cited author

1 34 Jenson MP 1 0.13 Sullivan MJL 1 1,196 Sullivan MJL 1 0.3 Staud R

2 33 George SZ 2 0.11 Trost Z 2 335 Edwards RR 2 0.29 Katz J

3 30 Edwards RR 3 0.11 Milioto M 3 334 OSMAN A 3 0.23 Walker LS

4 24 Meeus M 4 0.07 Edwards RR 4 330 Vlaeyen JWS 4 0.23 Arendt-NielsenlI L

5 24 Ring D 5 0.07 Meeus M 5 307 Crombez G 5 0.23 Zale EL

FIGURE 4 | A co-author map related to pain catastrophizing research from 2010 to 2020.
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the initial stage (2010–2011), with a slow rate of publications;
the smooth growth stage (2012–2016), with a slight continued
upward trend; and the rapid growth stage (2017–2020), with
accelerating output, and reached a peak in 2020.

Analysis of Journals and Cited Journals
The number of journals that published 1,576 papers on pain
catastrophizing research was 342. Many journals were pain-
related specialized journals, other remaining journals were
physical, psychological, and specialized diseases journals. The
top five journals are listed by the number of publications in

TABLE 6 | The top five cited references for the highest frequency of pain
catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Cited reference Representative
author

(publication year)

1 100 Pain catastrophizing: a critical
review

Quartana, 2009

2 71 The Fear-avoidance model of
musculoskeletal pain: current state

of scientific evidence

Leeuw et al., 2007

3 58 Pain, catastrophizing, and
depression in the rheumatic

diseases

Edwards et al.,
2011

4 49 Central sensitization: implications
for the diagnosis and treatment of

pain

Woolf, 2011

5 48 Pain catastrophizing in children with
chronic pain and their parents:

Proposed clinical reference points
and reexamination of the PCS

measure

Pielech et al., 2014

TABLE 7 | The top five cited references for the highest centrality of pain
catastrophizing.

Ranking Centrality Cited reference Representative
author

(publication year)

1 0.23 Understanding the co-occurrence
of anxiety disorders and chronic

pain: state-of-the-art

Asmundson and
Katz, 2009

2 0.22 Parental emotional responses to
their child’s pain: the role of
dispositional empathy and

catastrophizing about their child’s
pain

Goubert et al.,
2008

3 0.2 The relationship of demographic
and psychosocial variables to

pain-related outcomes in a rural
chronic pain population

Day and Thorn,
2010

4 0.2 Pain, catastrophizing, and
depression in the rheumatic

diseases

Edwards et al.,
2011

5 0.19 Parental catastrophizing about
child’s pain and its relationship with

activity restriction: the mediating
role of parental distress

Caes et al., 2011

Table 1 and publishers of these journals were mostly located in
the United States. The five journals all belong to the pain journal
category. Pain ranked first in the frequency of the journals and
the IF ranking. Only one journal’s impact factor exceeded 5,
whereas the average impact factor of the remaining journals was
approximately 3.38.

Co-citation analysis, one of the most important indicators, has
been widely applied in bibliometrics.

Co-cited journals were those cited together by other
researchers. Through co-citation of journal analysis, we can
obtain a distribution of key knowledge sources in a field. Table 2
presents the top five cited journals with the highest frequency and
centrality of pain catastrophizing research. The most frequently
cited journal was Pain, followed by Clinical journal of pain,
Psychological assessment. In terms of centrality, the top five
journals were Physiotherapy research international, Biological
psychiatry, Gastroenterology, American journal of industrial
medicine, European spine journal.

Distribution of Countries and Institutions
A distribution map of countries was generated; the merged
network comprised 62 nodes and 118 links (Figure 2). The
nodes and links between them reveal the countries and
cooperative relationships, respectively. The large the node, the
more publications. In addition, the wider the line, the stronger
the relationships. In total, 1,576 references were published
by research groups in 62 countries; the top five countries
were the United States, Canada, Netherlands, Australia, and
Belgium (Table 3). In total, 642 articles were published in the
United States, therefore, it was in the top position in terms
of the research on pain catastrophizing. Pain is a significant
public health concern in the United States. The United States,
Canada, Netherlands, Belgium were the most prolific countries
in Northern America and Europe, while Australia was the most
productive country in Oceania. The top five countries in terms
of centrality were England (1.05), Sri Lanka (0.98), Scotland
(0.91), Australia (0.89), and China (0.86). The centrality of
these five countries is greater than 0.1, indicating that these
five countries have a certain influence in the study of pain
catastrophizing.

A distribution map of institutions was generated; the merged
network comprised 361 nodes and 431 links (Figure 3).
The 1,576 references were published in 361 institutions; the
top five institutions were the University of Washington,
McGill University, Ghent University, University of Florida, and
Maastricht University (Table 4). The top five institutions in terms
of centrality were The University of Queensland (0.41), Queen’s
University (0.38), Auckland University of Technology (0.37),
Brigham and Womens Hospital (0.33), and Aarhus University
Hospital (0.29). Generally speaking, institutions were mainly
concentrated in universities and a few in hospitals.

Analysis of Authors and Cited Authors
Concerning the number of publications, Jensen MP from the
University of Washington was the most prolific author. One of
his articles identified a biological factor that may be associated
with greater vulnerability to pain-related catastrophizing, which
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FIGURE 5 | Reference co-citation map related to pain catastrophizing research from 2010 to 2020.

may contribute a new possibility for treating catastrophizing
(Jensen et al., 2015). George SZ, Edwards RR, Meeus M, and
Ring D were also active in the field of pain catastrophizing
research (Table 5). As shown in Figure 4, the map of the
authors comprised 439 nodes and 1,251 links. The size of
the nodes in the cooperation graph represents the number
of articles published by the authors, and the thickness
of the lines between them reflects the strength of their
cooperation relationship.

CiteSpace was used to generate a co-author map comprised of
653 nodes and 829 links. Sullivan MJL ranked the highest about
citation counts (1,196), followed by Edwards RR (335), Osman A
(334), Vlaeyen JWS (330), and Crombez G (307) (Table 5). From
the cluster summary, the authors devoted their mind to scale
development, mechanism exploration, related outcomes report,
intervention research of pain catastrophizing. Sullivan MJL, a
specialist in psychology from McGill University, focused on the
development of the PCS and the outcome of pain catastrophizing,
such as poor response to disease and poor quality of life. The top

five cited authors in centrality were Staud R, Katz J, Walker LS,
Arendt-NielsenlI L, and Zale EL.

Analysis of Cited References
The top five cited references about frequency and centrality are
shown in Tables 6, 7. According to the ranking of frequency
and centrality in cited references, most were review papers, a
few were original research papers. The first ranked citation in
terms of frequency was the article published in Expert Review
of Neurotherapeutics titled, “Pain catastrophizing: a critical
review” (Quartana et al., 2009). In this review, Quartana PJ
provided a detailed explanation on the conceptualization of
pain catastrophizing, focused the discussion on a number of
theoretical mechanisms of action and offered evidence to show
that pain catastrophizing represents an important process factor
in pain treatment.

About the centrality of the cited references, the study that
was ranked first was conducted by Asmundson, a Ph.D. in
psychology from Canada. In this review, the author described
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FIGURE 6 | A keyword co-occurrence map of pain catastrophizing research from 2010 to 2020.

the current state-of-the-art regarding the co-occurrence of
anxiety disorders and chronic pain and pointed out that pain-
related catastrophizing may maintain or exacerbate clinically
significant symptoms of anxiety (Asmundson and Katz, 2009).
The network map of the cited references comprised 697 nodes
and 961 links (Figure 5). Over the past decade, a comprehensive

TABLE 8 | The top 10 keywords related to pain catastrophizing.

Ranking Frequency Keyword Ranking Centrality Keyword

1 414 Pain
catastrophizing

1 0.16 Attention

2 353 Low back pain 2 0.16 Disability index

3 353 Validation 3 0.16 Cognitive
behavioral
treatment

4 347 Disability 4 0.16 Endurance

5 309 Chronic pain 5 0.13 Mindfulness

6 304 Depression 6 0.13 Depressive
symptom

7 298 Pain 7 0.12 Postoperative
pain

8 221 Scale 8 0.12 Self-efficacy

9 200 Quality of life 9 0.12 Coping strategy

10 179 Anxiety 10 0.12 Fear avoidance
belief

analysis referring to multiple studies mainly focused on the
following: the concept of pain catastrophizing analysis; its related
mechanism exploration and outcomes report; the development,
reliability, and validity test and localization of the PCS to adapt
it to the cultures of various countries in the world; and the
tentative exploration of intervention measures to reduce pain
catastrophizing.

Analysis of Keywords
It was believed that research frontiers could be identified by
analyzing the frequency and centrality of keywords. The map of
keyword co-occurrence was generated; it consisted of 502 nodes
and 777 links (Figure 6). We found that “low back pain” was the
most popular keyword after removing the “pain catastrophizing”
word. Low back pain is one of the most frequent problems
worldwide, with an estimated global prevalence of 40–85%, and is
the leading cause of functional decline and disability (Tagliaferri
et al., 2020). A survey by Coyne also demonstrated that among
809 participants, the most common pain condition was lower
back pain, with an incidence rate of 76.6% (Coyne et al., 2021).
It is commonly believed that most people with low back pain
can recover in a few weeks. However, reoccurrences are common
and considerable fractions may go on to develop chronic low
back pain. The occurrence of low back pain episodes mainly
accounts for biomechanical factors, but psychosocial factors seem
to take an important place in chronicity (Ibrahim et al., 2021).
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One important psychological factor linked with chronic low
back pain is catastrophizing. Pain catastrophizing can predict
the development of chronic back pain within one year after
painless baseline and chronification of acute back pain (Taub
et al., 2017). According to the frequency and centrality, the other
popular keywords were “validation,” “disability,” “chronic pain,”
“depression,” “quality of life,” “anxiety,” “attention” (Table 8).

“Burst words” mean that words are cited frequently over
some time. We can predict the research frontier according
to the distribution of keywords with the strongest citation
burst. The top 22 keywords with the strongest citation burst
from 2010 to 2020 are shown in Figure 7. The red bars
demonstrated that the keyword was cited frequently, the green
bars showed that the keyword was cited infrequently. Functional
disability, population, and total hip would be potentially
cited frequently over the coming years, which represent the
emerging trends.

1. Functional disability: Due to expectations of pain, patients
who do not participate in activities may experience
a considerable rise in functional disability over time
(Millere et al., 2020). Pain catastrophizing contributed
significant variance to the prediction of functional
disability. A reduction in pain catastrophizing will lead to a
reduction in pain and disability (Sullivan et al., 2005).

2. Population: Population is an epidemiological study of
specific populations. It includes ordinary normal people
and patients with certain diseases. A follow-up study of
the general population for more than 4 years was carried
out to observe the occurrence and development of chronic
pain, and it was concluded that pain catastrophizing was an
important predictor of moderate to severe chronic pain in
the future (Landmark et al., 2018). The PCS is continuously
developing and improving, and some researchers have
conducted cross-cultural adaptation to the local general

FIGURE 7 | Top 22 keywords with the strongest citation bursts.
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population and patients (Süren et al., 2014; Majumder
et al., 2020).

3. Total hip: The hip is considered of the main load-bearing
joints of the body. Total hip arthroplasty (THA) has
become a common treatment for patients with severe hip
functional impairment, and it is considered one of the
most successful and cost-effective operations in modern
medicine (Chen et al., 2021). It is estimated that by 2030,
the incidence of THA will increase by approximately 174%
(Kurtz et al., 2007). Nevertheless, postoperative pain after
THA often persists for many years (Hayashi et al., 2018).
Pain is experienced vary from person to person and can
be exaggerated potentially limiting outcomes following hip
and knee arthroplasty in some circumstances. Patients who
catastrophize have been shown to have higher pain (Wood
et al., 2021).

CONCLUSION

It is clear from the bibliometric analysis of pain catastrophizing
over the past 10 years that in general, the number of related
publications is increasing. In this study, Pain ranked first in the
frequency of the journals and cited journals, which revealed that
the research achievements of this journal on pain catastrophizing
have been affirmed by many researchers. A majority of journals
are in the field of pain, the rest are in the field of psychology,
pain-related diseases. The United States, Canada, and England,
with a high publication rate and centrality, were the main
research powers in this field. As is shown in Figure 2, it
showed that developed countries, such as the United States
and the United Kingdom, were the main countries researching
on pain catastrophizing and have formed the power of small
group cooperation, but there was a lack of cooperation between
countries, as well as cooperation between the United States—the
largest number of publications and other countries was less and
lack of communication and sharing. The same was true of the
organization, just formed their research team. The University of
Washington was a major research institution. Most institutions
were mainly concentrated in universities and a few in hospitals.
Therefore, multi-country and multi-institution exchanges and
cooperation should be strengthened to exchange and share the
research results of pain catastrophizing in different regions and
disciplines, and promote the continuous progress of research.
The most prolific author was Jensen MP from the United States,
while Sullivan MJL was the top cited author, primarily due to
his first definition of pain catastrophizing and the development
of a widespread PCS. According to the cited references, most
were reviews on the conceptualization of pain catastrophizing
and discussion on the related mechanism and model.

We analyzed the frequency and centrality of the keywords. The
results showed that the research hotspots can be summarized as
follows:

(1) Patients with low back pain and chronic pain were the
main groups of pain catastrophizing research. In addition,
it also involved patients in the field of rheumatism, cancer

patients, postoperative patients, children, and so on. The
research population was gradually diversified and enriched.

(2) The development of PCS evaluation tools covered
framework design, dimension determination, reliability,
and validity test, and focused on cross-cultural adaptation
research under different populations and cultural
backgrounds. This corresponded to the term “population”
at the forefront of research.

(3) Study on the relationship between pain catastrophizing
and health-related indicators, including the relationship
between pain catastrophizing and depression, anxiety,
quality of life, disability, and well-being.

(4) Research on the strategy of pain catastrophizing
improvement. Cognitive-behavioral treatment has been
examined as an effective way to decrease high levels of
pain catastrophizing (Lazaridou et al., 2017; Scarone et al.,
2020). A randomized controlled trial was a good method
to test its effectiveness. But most studies considered
pain catastrophizing as the secondary outcome indicator
(Birch et al., 2020; Scarone et al., 2020). Therefore, future
research should focus on matching interventions with
specific dimensions of pain catastrophizing to improve
the intervention effect. Of note, some studies suggested
that cognitive behavioral therapy didn’t affect the level
of pain catastrophizing (Birch et al., 2020). This was a
controversial point. The future is worth further study.

In addition, a burst keyword can reflect cutting-edge research
topics. Research history of pain catastrophizing can be extracted
from the evolution of keywords used in these papers. For
example, “adjustment,” “dimension,” and “confirmatory factor
analysis” were the strongest citation bursts in the earlier to have
an impact, which revealed that early research frontiers focused
on emotional psychological adjustment and scale reliability and
validity test of pain catastrophizing. “Total hip” was widely
carried out in 2016 and has since been used. It is anticipated that
the research of pain catastrophizing in the field of orthopedics is
a continuing mainstream trend.

In conclusion, this study provides valuable information
on potential collaborators and institutions, thereby providing
an insight into the developing trend of pain catastrophizing
research, which may guide new directions for further study.
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